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1. Preliminaries 
Given a family f i  of sets, there is a natural way to use it as the basis for a 
definition of a graph, G(fi).  The set of points of G(fi) is X = U f i  and the set of 
lines consists of all unordered pairs of distinct points for which there exists a 
member of f i  to which both belong. An immediate consequence of this definition 
is that 5* c X, where ~ denotes the family of all complete subgraphs of G(fi).  
Also, the family ~ of cliques (maximal complete subgraphs) of the graph is 
contained in X and is refined by ~;  that is, each element of ~ is contained in 
some e lement  of ~. Using ~< to denote the refinement relation, we have; 
f i~Y(<~ c~ and fi~<~. 
The family f i  is said to be graphical (or a graphical cover of X) in case ~ = fie; 
that is, the cliques of the graph induced by f i  are precisely the members of fi. In 
order to avoid awkwardness in certain statements in the sequel, the notation 
'Gr(f i) '  will be used as an abbreviation for ' f i  is graphical.' 
2. Antecedent and pertinent results 
Zelinka [3] provided the following characterization f graphical covers. 
Theorem 2.1. A family f i  of sets is graphical if and only if 
(i) M ~ fi, 3- c fi, and M c I,.J if, then f') 3- ~ M; and 
(ii) A c U f i  and {A} 4~ fi, then there exists a two element subset B of A such 
that {B} ~ fi. 
Now the contrapositive of (ii) is as follows: if each pair of elements of A is 
contained in a member of f i  then A is contained in a member of f i ;  that is, if A is 
a complete subgraph of G(f i )  then A is contained in a member of f i  or briefly, 
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~< 9O. However, ~ <~ 9O if and only if ~ ~< 9O, since ~ c ~ <~.  Condition (ii) is 
therefore equivalent to ~ ~< 9O. 
Condition (i) implies, in particular, that 9O is efficient (no two members are 
indusion-comparable). But the efficiency of 9O coupled with the assumption ~ ~< 9O 
implies 9O is graphical almost immediately since 9O---<~ by the way G(go) is 
defined; ~ ~< 9 0 by the second hypothesis; 9O is efficient by the first hypothesis, and 
is of course efficient; and 9O ~< ~ ~< 9O with both 9 0 and ~ efficient implies 9O -- ~. 
Bednarek and Stolarski [1] gave a less obvious (partial) characterization of
graphical covers, for which the following definitions are required. If (A, B, C) 
9O×9O×9O, the median of this triple is defined to be m(A,B ,C)= 
(A f3 B) t3 (A fq C) t.J (B fq C), and the set of all medians of ordered triples from f£ 
is denoted by mgo. The set of maximal members of 9O is denoted by ego. Note that 
9O is efficient if and only if 9O = e5 ¢. 
Theorem 2.2 [1 ]. Let 9O be a family of sets. 
(i) I f  9O is graphical, then 9O = ego and mgo <~ 9O; 
(ii) I f  9O = ego and mgo <~ 9O then if O is a finite clique of G(go) then Q ~ 9O. 
That the conditions 9O=ego and mgo---<go are not sufficient for Gr(go) is 
established in [1] by a counterexample. A family 9O of sets is said to be point finite 
in case each element of X belongs to only finitely many members of 9O. 
Theorem 2.3 [1]. Let 9O be a point finite family of sets. Then 9O is graphical if and 
only if 9O = ego and mgo <<- 9O. 
Corollary 2.4 [ 1 ]. I f  X is finite, then a cover 9O of X is graphical if and only if 9O = ego 
and mgo <~ go. 
The deficiency of Theorem 2.3 is that point finiteness is not a necessary 
condition for Gr(go). In the following section a refining chain condition is 
described, which with 9O--ego and m~---<go constitute necessary and sufficient 
conditions for Gr(go). 
3. A characterization of graphical covers 
A family of sets 9O is said to satisfy the refining chain conditionhabbreviated 
"Ch(go)"--in case given any chain ~ which refines 9O, there is a member of 9 ° 
which contains every member of the chain; that is, {U ~ } <~ 9O. A family of sets is 
said to be closed in case given any chain in the family, the union of the members 
of the chain is a member of the family. Clearly, Ch(go) if and only if k9o is dosed, 
where k9o denotes the family of all subsets of all members of 9O. A family of ~ of 
sets is a hereditary family of sets provided that A c B e ~ implies A ~ ~. 
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Theorem 3.1. I f  ~¢ is a hereditary family of sets, ~ is a closed subfamily of ~¢, and 
contains all the finite members of ~, then ~3 = ~. 
ProoL Suppose by way of contradiction that ~\~d is not empty, and let A be a 
member of ~\~d having least cardinality. Since ~d contains all of the finite 
members of ~', A is an infinite set. It is known then that A is the union of a chain 
qg of subsets of A, each member of which has strictly smaller cardinality than that 
of A. This follows from the fact that if V is the least ordinal of power cardinal A, 
and if f: A--*~/is any bijection, then the sets A~ =f-l(s(a)),  for t~ <~/ and s(a) 
the initial segment determined by a, constitute the desired family. (See, for 
example, [2], p. 21.) So now if B e ~, then B c A ~ ~' and, since ~ is hereditary, 
B ~ ~. But card B < card A, B ~ ~ \ ~d, so B ~ ~. Then since c~ c ~d, qg is a chain, 
and ~ is closed, it follows that A = [.J q¢ ~ ~d. This is a contradiction and thus 
~d=~. [] 
For any set A, if x, y and z are distinct elements of A, we have A= 
m(A-x ,  A -  y, A -  z). Then a minor and straightforward modification of the 
proof of Theorem 2.2, which depends on the representation just noted, yields the 
following. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose msT ~ ST. If A ~ YF and A is finite, then {A}---<ST. 
Lemma 3.3. If reST <~ ST and Ch(ST), then 9F ~< ST. 
Proot. The family ksT of all subsets of all members of 3' is a subfamily of ~, 
which is a hereditary family. By Lemma 3.2 all finite members of ~ are contained 
in members of ST; that is, they belong to ksT. Now Ch(ST) means ksT is dosed, so 
by Theorem 3.1, ksT = X, yielding 9g <~ ST. [] 
Theorem 3.4. A cover ST is graphical if and only if 
(i) ST= eST; 
(ii) rnST <~ 3'; and 
(iii) ST satisfies the refining chain condition. 
Proof. The necessity of (i) and (ii) was shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2. If ~ is 
a chain in ksT = X then the union of the members of the chain is clearly a member 
of X and therefore contained in a member of 9 = 3'. 
Because of I_emma 3.3, hypotheses (ii) and (iii) imply X ~< ST, whence, 9. ~<b °,
since 9. c X. By the definition of G(ST), ST ~< 9.. Now ST is efficient by hypothesis (i) 
and 9. is efficient, so since 9. ~< ST ~< 9., it follows that ST = 9.. [] 
Returning to the finite case, it is possible to combine the two conditions of 
Corollary 2.4 into a single condition. 
If c£ is a cover of a finite set X, then it is clear that eqg is a cover of X and 
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c¢ ~< eqg. If ST is a cover of a finite set X, then so is rnsT, whence, ernst is a cover of 
X and rnsT <~ ernsT. Finally, since ST c mS/' <~ ernsT, then ST ~< ernsT. In short, if ST is a 
cover of a finite set X then ST ~< ernst and ernst is a cover of X. 
Theorem 3.5. I f  X = U ST is a finite set, then ST is graphical if and only if ST = ernsT. 
Proof.  Suppose ST is graphical. Then by Corol lary 2.4 rest ~< ST, so ernst <~ ST. Since 
also S£ ~< ernst and ST and ernst are efficient covers of X, ST = ernsT. 
Suppose ST= ernsT. Then esT= e(ernsT)= ernsT= ST, so ST= esT. Also, finiteness 
assures that rnsT<--.ernsT, so rnST-..<ST =ernsT. Since ST = esT and rnsT--<ST, ST is 
graphical by Corollary 2.4. [] 
This suggests that the three conditions of Theorem 3.4, namely, ST= eSe, 
msT<~ST, and Ch(ST), might be reduced to two conditions by combining the first 
two into one as in Theorem 3.5. 
Conjecture 3.6. ST is graphical if and only if 
(i) ernst = ST, and (ii) Ch(ST). 
A l though the conjecture is known to hold for covers of countable sets, the 
general case remains open. 
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